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Abstract 
Lin, D. and M. Liu, The equivalence classes of LR arrays, Discrete Applied Mathematics 43 (1993) 
41-61. 
In this paper, the number of translation equivalence classes of linear recurring arrays with same period 
and the number of different arrays in an equivalence class are counted. Where and how many times a 
window appears in a period of the array are determined. 
Introduction 
The translation equivalence properties are very important in studying two- 
dimensional linear recurring arrays (or LR arrays in short) since the translation 
equivalent arrays are identified in practice. Unlike the case of linear recurring se- 
quences, the number of different arrays in a translation equivalence class containing 
an array of period TXS is not necessarily rs, because a state (or a window) of the 
array can appear several times in one period of the array. Nomura et al. [S] studied 
where a window of an irreducible array (i.e., Nomura’s yp-array) can appear. 
Sakata [IO] studied equivalent doubly periodic arrays. In the present paper we study 
systematically the translation properties of general inear recurring arrays. We show 
where a window of the linear recurring array appears, give the number of elements 
in each equivalence class of the arrays, and count the number of translation equiva- 
lence classes of the array. In Section 1, we list the basic concepts and results on 
linear recurring arrays which we need. In Section 2, we study irreducible LR arrays. 
In Section 3, we discuss general LR arrays. 
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1. Basic concepts 
By an array A of dimension 2 and period r x s (or an array of period r x s in short) 
we mean an infinite matrix A = (U;j)i>o, jz(J over an arbitrary finite field Fq such 
that 
a;+,, j = au =ai j+s, iz0, j20 (1.1) 
where r, s are the smallest positive integers for which the condition (1 .l) is satisfied. 
An m X n submatrix A(i, j) = (Qi+i’,j+j’)O~i’<m,O~j’<n of A is called an m X n win- 
dow or state of A at (i, j). A(i, j) is the row vector obtained by arranging the rows 
of A(& j) one by one. 
Definition 1.1. Let A be an array of period TXS over Fq. If all m x n windows in 
a period of A are exactly all nonzero m x n matrices over Fq, then we call A an m- 
array of period r x s and order m x n or (r, s;m, n) m-array in short. 
Definition 1.2. Let A =(~ij)i~o,j~o be an array, m and II be two positive integers. 
If there exist elements of F,: 
such 
cj, i=O,l ,..., mn-l,j=O,l,..., m-l, 
tij 9 i=O,l,..., mn-l,j=O,l,..., n-l 
that 
m-l n-l 
ai+k,j+n= ,& dILoai+c,j+do ‘cn+d,kp k=O, l-m- 1, 
m-l n-l 
aitm,jtk= ,& d~Oai+c,jtd’tc~td,k~ k=O,l,...,n-l 
(1 *a 
(1.3) 
then we call A a linear recurring array (or LR array in short) of order m x n. 
Definition 1.3. If an LR array of order m x n is also an m-array of order m x n, then 
we call it an LR m-array of order m x n. 
Equation (1.3) does not always represent a linear recurring relation if the elements 
(1.2) are arbitrarily chosen. A necessary and sufficient condition for (1.2) to define 
a linear recurring relation has already been given by Nomura et al. 
Definition 1.4. Let A = (ag)i,o,j>o, B=(b~)i,o,j,o be two periodic arrays. If there 
exist two nonnegative integers c, d such that 
bij=aitc,jtd for all i20, j20 
then B is called a (c,d)-translation of A, denoted by B-A or B=A,d. 
Obviously, the translation relation is an equivalence relation. 
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De’finition 1.5. Let 
& Y) = Yn + c c &%jX'Yj E Fq Lx, Yl * 
i=O j=O 
Then we call (J; g) an LR relation (or LR pair) of order m x n. 
Let A = (ag)i>o,j>_o be an array over Fq. If 
m-l 
aI+,,J+ C CiaI+i,J=O 
i=o 
m-l n-l 
for all 120, Jr 0, 
aI,J+n+ C C guUI+i,J+j=O for all 120, Jr0 
i=O j=O 
(1.5) 
then we call f(x) the u-characteristic polynomial of A, g(x, y) the h-characteristic 
polynomial of A with respect to f(x), (f, g) the characteristic pair of A and write 
‘4 E (3-A g). 
Remark. In fact in the definition of h-characteristic polynomials, the phrase “with 
respect to f(x)” only means deg,g(x, y)~degf(x), so we can change it to “with 
respect to degf(x)“. 
Proposition 1.6. Let (J g) be an LR pair. G(f; g)= {A =(aq)i,jko, au EF~ ) A 
satisfies the relations (1.5)). For any two elements A = (ati), B= (bij) of G(J; g), we 
define A + B = (aij + bij) and c *A = (C . ay)i,jr o for any c E Fq. Then G(J; g) is a vec- 
tor space over F4 with dimension mn. 
Theorem 1.7. If A = (ao)i,j>o is an LR array over Fq, then there exists an LR pair 
(f(x), & YN such that A E G(f, $9. 
In this paper, we study mainly the translation equivalence properties of the arrays 
of ‘3.A g). 
Theorem 1.8. Let A be a periodic array. Then there exists a polynomial f (x) E F4 [x] 
such that h(x) E Fq[x] is a v-characteristicpolynomial of A ifand only if f (x) 1 h(x). 
Furthermore, the polynomial f (x) having the above property is uniquely determined 
by A ifA#O, degfrl. 
We call the unique polynomial f(x) determined by Theorem 1.8 the u-minimal 
polynomial of A. 
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we always assume that any array mention- 
ed is periodic. 
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Letf(x) be a u-characteristic polynomial of A and Ii= (g(x, y) 1 g(x, y) EF~[x, y] 
is an h-characteristic polynomial of A with respect to f(x)). Then H#0. We call 
the polynomials in H which have the least degree in y the h-minimal polynomials 
of A with respect to f(x)_ Generally, the degree in y of an h-minimal polynomial 
with respect to a u-characteristic polynomial is uniquely determined, but the h- 
minimal polynomial itself is not. 
Definition 1.9. If f(x) is a u-minimal polynomial of A and g(x, y) is an h-minimal 
polynomial of A with respect to f(x), we call (J; g) the minimal pair of A. 
Theorem 1.10. Let A be an array with irreducible polynomial f (x) as its v-minimal 
polynomial. Then the h-minimal polynomial of A with respect o f(x) is uniquely 
determined by A up to mod f(x). 
We denote the greatest common divisor of ai (i= 1, . . . . t) by A{al, . . ..a.) or 
A’= lai and denote the least common multiple of ai (i = 1, . . . , t) by V(a,, . . . , a,> or 
vi= ,ai, where ai (i = 1 , . . . , t) are polynomials or integers. 
Theorem 1.11 (Decomposition I) [5]. Let (f(x), gfx, y)) be an LR relation. Zf 
f(x)=fi(x)-~~h(x), l\(h,fj> = 1 for i+./, then 
Wf, g) = @ W.4, g;) 
as vector spaces over Fqf where gi = (g(x, Y))~(~.. 
Theorem 1.12 (Decomposition II) [5]. Let (f,g) be an LR relation. If f(x) is an ir- 
reducible polynomial over Fq and g(x, y) = g, (x, y)gz(x, y)- . +g,(x, y) over Fq[x] /( f (x)) , 
A(g,,gj) = 1 for i#j, then 
G(f, g) = @ G(J gj). 
Theorem 1.13 [5], Let (f, g) be a minimal pair of array A = (au)t20,jzo. Then f is 
irreducible polynomial over F4 and g(x, y) is irreducible polynomial of y over the 
field F,[x]/( f (x)) if and only if there exist (x, /3 in some extension field K of F4 
such that ati = L(cx’@) for all ir0, jz0 for some nonzero linear function L of K 
to F4. 
Definition 1.14. We call an array A = (ag)iza,j>o irreducible if there exist cr, p in 
some extension field K of F4 such that aij = L(a’@) for all iz0, jz0 for some 
nonzero linear function L of K to F4. 
We call the LR relation (J g) in Theorem 1 .I3 the irreducible LR relation or ir- 
reducible pair. 
Remark 1.15. In some papers, irreducible arrays are called @S-arrays. 
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2. Equivalence classes of irreducible arrays 
In this section, we consider only irreducible arrays. Notice that any two arrays 
with different irreducible pairs are not translation equivalent to each other. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be an equivalence class of irreducible arrays of period r x s and 
let A(r,s} =d. Then /GI =rs/d=V{r,s}. 
In order to prove this theorem, we need several lemmas. At first we shall in- 
troduce some notation. 
Let a E FQ, a#O, we use (a) to denote the subgroup generated by a in the multi- 
plicative group F; of F4, and o(a) to denote the order of a in F:. 
Let o E F$, o(a) = r, y be a primitive element in F4. Then there exists a unique 
positive integer x: Olx<r such that 
(y=yX’(q-r)‘r and /j{x,r} = 1. 
We denote x and its inverse element X- ’ in the group Z,? by ~(a, v) and ~(cx, y) 
respectively. 
Lemma 2.2. Let y,, y2 be two primitive elements in Fq. Then for any two elements 
(Y, /I in FQ*, we have 
f(@, YMA YI)=~“(w YMP, ~2) (mod A{o(a),o(fl)>). 
Proof. Let d= A{o(cx), o(p)}. If d= 1, the proposition is trivial. Now suppose d> 1 
and y1 = y2p. Then 
~(a, Y~)=Px((Y, rl), XV, Y~)=Px(P~ VI) (mod d). 
Since 
X(% YlMK Y,) = 19 XC% Y2)X”@, Y2> = 1 
i.e., f(a, r,) and f(a, y2) are the inverse elements 
tively in the ring Q. Working in &, we have 
x”(G Y2MA Y2) = (x(a, Y2N - ‘x(P9 Y2) 
=P- ‘m Y*lPX(Pv Yl) 
=X(a, Yl)X(P, Yl> 
where p - ’ is the inverse element of p in 7&. 0 
(mod o(a)), 
(mod 4, 
of x(a, r,) and x@, YZ) rev+ 
Lemma 2.3. Let a, p E F;, o(a) = o(p) = r. Then equation axfiY = 1 has r solutions: 
x= -X(a, YMP, W (mod r), 
t=O, l,..., r- 1, 
y=t (mod r), 
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or 
-=C 
x=t (mod r) 
Y= -X(G Y)X”(P, YP (mod r), 
t=O, 1, . . . . r- 1, 
where y is a primitive element of Fq and the solutions are independent of the choice 
ofY* 
Proof. Since o(a)=o(P)=r, we have (a>=(p), so for any Osx<r, there exist 
O~JJ< r such that a”/fY = 1. Hence axflY = 1 has exactly r solutions. 
If x=t and axpy= 1, then 
Y Ma, v)+YxtPr Y)M- It/r = 1 I 
where y is a primitive element of Fq, so that 
Ma, Y) + ux(P, r) = 0 (mod 9, 
Y = - x(a, y)x”(A y)f (mod r), 
hence 
X=t (mod 6, 
Y = - x”(P, y)x(a, df (mod r), 
t=O, 1, . . ..r- 1 
are all the r solutions of equation axby= 1. 
Similarly we can prove 
x= - x”(a, rMA Y)t (mod r), 
y=t 
t = o , 
(modr), ’ ‘***’ 
r-l 
are also all the r solutions of equation aXBY= 1. 
By Lemma 2.2, the solutions are obviously independent of the choice of y. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let a, BE Ft, o(a) =r, o(p) =s, /\(r,s} =d and y be a primitive ele- 
ment of Fq. Then equation axbY = 1 has d solutions: 
i 
x=-f(a,y)x(BY)~f (modr), 
,,;t 
t=O,l,...,d-I 
(mod s), 
or 
x21: 
d 
(mod r) , 
v=-x(a,y)R(P,r)6t (mods), 
t=O,l,..., d-l. 
Proof. Obviously, there exists 6 E F,*, o(6) = /\{r, s) such that 
(a) f7 <p> = (6) = (8’9 = (/3”9. 
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If a*PY = 1, then ax, py E (6), hence x= (r/d)xe, y = (s/d)yo for some x0, ye. Put 
al = ar’d, p1 =p”‘“. Then o(al) = 0(/3~) = d, and axbY= 1 if and only if a:“flf” = 1. 
By Lemma 2.3, 
x0= -R(cP’~, Y)x(P”‘~, 19 (mod d), t = o 1 
d-l 
yo’t (mod d), ’ ‘**.’ 
are all the solutions of af”@= 1, so equation aXflY= 1 has exactly d solutions: 
1 
x3 -?(a”4 y)x(P”“, y) f t (mod r), 
y+ 
t=O, l,..., d- 1. 
(mod s), 
Since a = yXCa, Y)(4- lVr, a’/d = Yx@. Nq- WWd) = Yx@> Y)(q- 1)/d. But ar/d = yx(a”: Yk - 1)/d 
> 
so we have 
Y X W/d, v)(q- 1)/d = yX(as y)(q- 1)/d 3 
da, y) = x<a’/“, Y) (mod 0 
Similarly, 
x(P, v)=x(P”“~, Y) (mod d). 
Thus the d solutions of equation aXbY= 1 can be written as 
1 
x--;S(o,y)X(D,y)it (modr), 
,,;t 
t=O,l,..., d-l. 
(mod s), 
In the same way, we can prove 
rI 
x& 
d 
(mod r) , 
Y = -x(a, v)x”(P, Y) $ t 
t=O, 1, . . ..d- 1 
(mods), 
are also all the d solutions of axBy= 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let A = (,5(a’~‘))iro,jro be an irreducible array in G. Then 
o(a)=r, o(p)=s and G={Ati=BL,*lpJIi=O,l ,..., r-l, j=O,l,..., s-l}, where 
B=(ak@)kzO,I~O and BL” a8P, = (L,ipI(akb’)). In order to compute jG(, we must 
know how many times an array A, appears in G. 
Since (a’@\ O_ci<m, Osj<n} is a basis of Fq(a,p) over F,, where m=o(qmod r) 
and n = o(qm mods), so we have 
Ati = A,,, e B(L& - L&) = 0 
u L&l - L f ;c/, = 0 
H aipj = ai’p.i’ 
* ,i-i’pj-j’= 1, 
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hence by Lemma 2.4, Aij=Ai,, if and only if 
i-_ifsfL 
d 
(mod r), 
j-j’= -x”(P, Y)x@, Y): t 
t=O, l,..., d- 1. 
(mods), 
It means that any Aij appears d times in G, thus 1 G I= rs/d= V(r,s}. 0 
Theorem 2.1 tells us that any equivalence class of irreducible arrays of period r x s 
contains exactly V {r, s} different arrays. 
Corollary 2.5. Let A be an array of period r x s. Then A is an LR m-array if and 
onZy if A is irreducible and /\{ r, s} = 1, rs = qv{OCq mod r)Yo(q mod ‘I) - 1. 
Proof. Use [3, Theorem 4.41. 0 
Let I(a, p) = {(L(a’P’))i~o,j~,o 1 L is a nonzero linear function of F,(o, p) to Fq}. 
Then any array in I(a, p) has the same minimal (also irreducible) pair, say (f, g) and 
G(f,g)=Qo,D)U{G), IG(f,g)I =q”” if [Fq(a) : 1;4] = m, [Fq(a, /I) : F,(a)] = n. But 
any equivalence class of irreducible arrays of period r xs contains exactly V{r,s} 
different arrays by Theorem 2.1, so I(a, p) is a union of (qmn-l)/(V{o(cr), o(P)}) 
disjoint equivalence classes. 
Theorem 2.6. Let (J g) be an irreduciblepair of order m x n. Then G(f, g) is a union 
of (qmn- l)/(V{o(f), o(g(x, y))}) disjoint equivalence classes, where o(g(x, y)) is 
the period of g(x, y) over the field Fq[x]/( f (x)). 
Lemma 2.7. Let A = (L(o’b’))i>o,jzo, B= (L,(ofP{))i>o,j>o be two irreducible ar- 
rays, where L is a nonzero linear function of F,(cY, /I) over Fq and L, is a nonzero 
linear function of Fq(al, PI) over F4. A and B have the same minimal LR relation 
if and only if 
(1) a and aI are conjugate over Fq’4; 
(2) if a = a? (for some t 2 0), then p and /3? are conjugate over F,(a) = Fq(al). 
Proof. Sufficiency: Let (f, g) be a minimal pair of B, then f (a,) = 0, g(al, PI) = 0. 
Since a = a$, so we have f(a) = 0, 0 = (g(al, &))q’ = g(alf, @) = g(a, #), but /I and 
/?P’ are conjugate over Fq(a) = F,(al), hence g(a, /I) = 0, thus (f, g) is a charac- 
teristic pair of A. Because (f, g) is irreducible, (f, g) is also a minimal pair of A. 
Necessity: Let (f, g) be the common minimal pair of A and B. Then (f, g) is an 
irreducible pair and f(a) = f (aI) = 0, g(c+ /3) = g(al, PI) = 0, so there exists t such 
that o = (ry’, hence (g(a,, pi))q’=g(c$, /3f ) = g(a, fif’) = 0. But g(a, y) is irreducible 
over Fq(a), hence p and fl’ are conjugate over F,(a) = Fq(al). 0 
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Let I,,, be the set of all irreducible arrays of period r x s, where (KY, q) = 1. Then 
I,,,= u 1(&P). 
o(a) = ?- 
o(P) =s 
Obviously, for any two pairs (a, p) and (ai,Pt) either 1(a,P) =I(cui,/?,) or 
I(& P) n I@*, /A) = 0 so 
for some pairs (oi, pi) (i = 1,2, . . . , t). Now let us determine t. 
Let S= {((r, fi) ) o(a) = r, o(p) =s} and define a relation on S: (a, /3) - (a,, pi) if 
and only if I(a, fl) =I(cri, pi), i.e., a and (Y, are conjugate over Fq and if a = c$, 
then p and &’ are conjugate over F,(a) = Fq(a,) by Lemma 2.7. Obviously, this 
relation is an equivalence relation and t is just the number of equivalence classes of 
S with respect to “ - “. 
Denote the equivalence class containing (a,/3) by (a, P). Then (a, P) contains 
V{o(q mod r), o(q mod s)} elements, where o(q mod r) (or o(q mods) respectively) 
denotes the order of q in Z, (or in Z, respectively), since any element equivalent o 
(a, p) is of one of the forms: 
where XiE F,(a, p) is a conjugate element of pq with respect to F,(a). For each 
pair there are exactly o(qOcq modr) mods) elements in S equivalent to (a, p). Ob- 
viously IS / = W%W, so t= W%WMV{o(q mod r), dq mod G>>. 
Theorem 2.8. I,,, is a union of (@(r)@(s)(qV1O(qmod r),“(qmods)l - l))/((V{r, 
s})(V (o(q mod r), o(q mod s)})) disjoint equivalence classes, where (rs, q) = 1. 
Corollary 2.9. The number of equivalence classes of LR m-arrays of period r x s is 
(#(rs)MV{o(q mod r), o(q mods)>). 
3. Equivalence classes of linear recurring arrays 
In this section, we further discuss the equivalence properties of arrays with 
general minimal pairs. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (f, g) be the minimal pair of array A of period r x s with f ir- 
reducible, a a root off(x), u the least positive integer for which y ” is congruent o 
a power of cr mod g(a, y), say a’. Then 
i= -to (mod r), o(g) t=o, 1, . . . . - - I,?-1 
j=tu (mod s), U l4 
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are all solutions of Ati = A,. Furthermore the equivalence class containing A con- 
tain ru different arrays. 
In order to get Theorem 3.1, we first give several emmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (J g) be a minimal pair of a nonzero periodic array A. Then 
deg, g(x, y) 2 1 and g(x, 0) + 0 (modf(x)). 
Proof. Since A is a nonzero array, so deg,g(x, y)? 1. Now assume that g(x, O)=O 
(mod f(x)) and let g(x, y) = y” + clrd b,(x)y’, where deg hi(x) < degf(x) for all i. 
Then b,,(x) = 0. Since A is a periodic array, g(x, y) = y”-’ + Crz,” bi+ l(x)yi is an h- 
characteristic polynomial of A with respect to f(x) by checking directly. It con- 
tradicts the fact that (f, g) is a minimal pair of A, hence g(x, 0) $0 (mod f(x)). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an array with minimal pair (f, g) of order m x n. Zf f (x) is an 
irreducible polynomial over F4 and a is a root off(x), then Am = A, if and only if 
yj= a-‘(mod g(a, y)). 
Proof. According to Theorem 1.13, we can write 
A =(Tr(Pjo’))i~o,j~o 
where the sequence /?=(pj)j20 have minimal polynomial g(a, y), so that 
A,=A, * Tr(/?raP)=Tr(Pj+,ai+P) for ~20, t>O 
H Tr,p(fi,)=TraP(,8’+tai) for pz0, tz0. 
Since l,a, . . . . a”- ’ is a basis of F,(a) over Fq, we have A, = AU if and only if 
Pr=/3j+tCXi for all t20, i.e., yj-aei is a characteristic polynomial of sequence p. 
But g(a, y) is the minimal polynomial of /?, so that A,=A, if and only if yi=aei 
(mod g(a, Y)). •I 
Lemma 3.4. Let g(x) be a polynomial over F4 with g(0) # 0 and deg g(x) 2 1, a E F$, 
u be the least positive integer such that x”= a” (mod g(x)) for some v. Then for any 
u’, if there exists v’ such that x”= a” (mod g(x)), we have u 1 u’ and v’= (u’v)/u 
(mod o(a)). Conversely, if u’= tu for some t E tN, tz 0, then xU’= at” (mod g(x)). 
Proof. Put u’=au+t, tgN, O<t<u. Then we have 
aU’ExU’Z Xa” + t sXaUXt E aavXt (mod &>) 
so x’E&~” (mod g(x)). Because of the definition of u, this is only possible if 
t = 0, thus u’= au, i.e., u 1 u’. We also have 1 = a”‘-‘” (mod g(x)), hence a”‘-‘” = 1, 
v’= au = (u’v)/u (mod o(a)). 
The remainder of the theorem is obvious. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Combining Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. 0 
Next we will compute U. 
Lemma 3.5. Let g(x) be a polynomial over Fb with g(0) # 0 and deg g(x) 2 1,~ E F;, 
u be the least positive integer such that ~“=a” (mod g(x)) for some v. Then 
o(g(x)) = o(a”)u. 
Proof. Put o(g(x)) = e, then xe= 1 (mod g(x)), so eZ U. Thus we can write e = au + t 
with t E N and 0~ t < u. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we have t = 0 and a’” = 1, 
so ar ~(a”) and e = au + t = aur o(&)u. On the other hand, x’(~“)~ E ((Y”)~@“)~ = 1 
(mod g(x)), hence o(g(x)) = o(a”)u. 0 
Remark 3.6. The u defined in Lemma 3.4 is somewhat like the integral order of g(x) 
which is defined in the book “Finite Fields” written by Lid1 et al., but they are in- 
deed different. Generally speaking, u is greater than the integral order of the same 
polynomial. 
Lemma 3.1. Let g(x) be a polynomial over F,(a) with g(0) f 0, deg g(x) I 1 and let 
o(a) = r, o(g(x)) =s, (r,s) =d, u be the least positive integer such that x”r (Y” 
(mod g(x)) for some v, then the u is one of (s/d)(l\ { d, t}) (t = 1,2, . . . , d - 1) and the 
corresponding v is (rt)/d. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we have o(g) = uo(a”), hence s= ur/A(v,r}, (s/d)(/j{ v, r}) = 
u(r/d), (r/d))/\(v,r}, (r/d))v. Put v=tr/d, l<t<d, then o(a”)=r//\{v,r)= 
d/l\(t,d), u=s/o(a”)=s(l\{d,t})/d. Hence the u is one of (s/d)(l\(d,t}) 
(t=1,2,..., d- 1) and the corresponding v is rt/d. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let o(a) = r, g(x) be an irreducible polynomial over FJa) with g(0) # 0 
and deg g(x) 2 1. Then for any positive integer e, the least positive integer u such 
that x”= au (mod g(x)e) for some v is qks//j\(r, s}, where s = o(g(x)) and k is an in- 
teger such that qkze>qk-‘. 
Proof. From o(g’)=qko(g)=qks, /\{q,r} =A{q,s} =l, we have l\{o(ge), o(a)} = 
A(qks,r}=/\{r,s}. Letpb e a root of g(X), construct an array A = (L(oibi))ira, j>O, 
where L is a nonzero linear function of F,(a, ,t3) over F4. Then A is an irreducible 
array of period rxs. By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.3, we know the least positive integer u’ 
such that ~~‘=a” (mod g(x)) for some v’ is s//\{r,s} and the corresponding v’ is 
I&, Y)x(P, v)(r/A {r, s>> (mod r). 
Since xqkU’ + a4*O’ - -(x”‘+ aU’)q’=O (mod g’), so u<qku’= qQ/A{r,s}). But Lem- 
ma 3.7 asserts that u 1 q$/A(r, s>), h ence u = qk(s/l\ { r, s}) and the corresponding 
u = q?(o, r)x(P, r)(r/A{r, $1) (mod r). W e can easily prove that v is independent 
of the choice of /3. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. Let o(a) =r, g(x) be a polynomial over F,(a) with g(O)+0 and 
degg(x)zl, g(x)=n:=, g;(x), A{gi~gjI=lf or i #j. If Ui is the least positive in- 
teger for which x”’ is congruent o a power of Q mod gi, say a”‘, and u is the least 
positive integer for which 2’ is congruent to a power of a mod g(x), say &, then 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on t. 
Supposethatt=2. SincexU=aD(modgi(x)), sobyLemma3.4, UilU, V{U~,U~}/U. 
Put u =d(V{ul, u,}), then 
hence 
> 
~0 (mod r), 
so the least positive integer d for which (3.1) holds is 
w2r 
and by Lemma 3.4, 
u1 v2r 
3 AIu24 - 4v2, r(A(ub u2))I 
(mod r). 
Now suppose that we have proved the theorem for 2 5 t 5 k - 1, we want to show 
that the theorem is also true for t = k. 
Put g(x) = n(!‘cr’ gi(X), then g(x) =g(x)gk(x). Let ii be the least positive integer 
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for which x” is congruent mod g(x) to a power of a, say cr’. Then by the assump- 
tion of induction, we have 
k-l 
r II Ui 
i=l 
CJ=~O~ (modr) i=l,2,...,k-1 
1 
and 
Uukr 
DE l\{Uka-nok,r(l\{a,Uk})} 
iivkr 
3 l\{ukD-aOk,r(A{a,uk})) (modr)* 
(3.2) 
I+j 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Put (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) together we can get 
k 
r II Ui 
;=I . _ 
u= 
,5tck (“iuj-ujui) II U/v (“koh-Uhuk) II Ui 
lslsk Isick 1 
j+i lsj<k Ifi 
i+j l+j 
ifh 
for all h=l,2 ,..., k-l. 
Thus 
t 
r l-I Ui 
i=l 
u= 
A [r A g Uj, A 
i=l 15~51 Icist, l_cjst 
(U; Vj - Uj 0;) II Uk] ’ 
lsk-ct 
j+i i+j k#i, k#j 
u z 5 Ui (mod r), i=1,2 )..., k. 0 
ui 
Theorem 3.10. Let A’” be an array of period r; xsi (i = 1,2), J(x) be the o-minimal 
polynomial of A(‘) with //{A(X), f2(x)} = 1 and u; be the least positive integer 
such that A$ =A&’ for some V;. If u is the least positive integer such that 
(A(‘) +A(2))Uo =(A(‘) + A(*&, for some v, then 
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UVi 
v s U_ (mod Ti) 
I 
and the equivalence class containing A(‘) + AC2) contains V { r,, r2 > u different arrays. 
Theorem 3.11. Let (f(x), 2(x, y)) be an LR relation with deg f(x) = m, 
deg,, g(x, y) = n and ek 1. If f (x) irreducible over Fa, g(x, y) irreducible over the 
field F,[x]/(f(x)), then G(f,$) is a union of 
e qimn _ q(i - I )mn 
iC, V{r,s>qkg 
disjoint equivalence classes, where r = o(f (x)), s = o(g(x, y)) over F,[x]/( f (x)), ki is 
the least positive integer such that a(‘? i. 
Theorem 3.12. Let (f(x), g(x, Y)) be an LR pair, f(x) = nf=, J(x), (g(x, ~))f;(~. = 
#‘i, gz (x, y), where the x(x) are distinct irreducible polynomials over Fq and 
for any i, the gii(x, y) are distinct irreducible polynomials of y over the field 
Fe[x]/(_Qx)). Let degf,(x)=mi, degYgij(x, y)=nij. Then the number of disjoint 
equivalences in G(f, g) is 
c c 
4 
. ..Ni 
c ~ 
lsist lsjsi 
lcki,<...<k,,sf 15l,S[kij] 
15 Uk,,k>(d) 5 ek,,, k:(d) ” 
lscsi 
lck~(l)<“‘<k~(/ij)~[kij] lld<li, 
where 
k;f(h) 
Nh = c (4 mkia”ki*k~(n)Uk,hk:~h(n) _ q(uk,hk,$n)- l)mk,,,nk,,k;$n)) 7 
n=l 
and u is the least positive integer such that xU is congruent mod flL=, gL$c)(x, y) 
to a PO Wer of okij for all j , where ok,, is a root of fkiJ (X). 
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